poet said : " Hard conditions are favourable conditions."
Let us both follow that maxim, you, who are not having
an easy time, dear Kranich, and I, who must first prove
that I have the courage to live, since I have run away
from death.
No more to-day. I have not yet found a room; am
writing on a seat in the English Garden. Keep cheerful,
get well. On this October day a lovely summer sun is
shining; is it snowing on your hill-top yet ?
Always your,
Helene Willfucr.
Yes, dear Kranich, I shall be very pleased to write to
you regularly about my life here, and it will help me to
dear things up for myself. Everything is running
smoothly now. I have enrolled myself as a student and
attend lectures and work in the laboratory. Things are
not quite so dirty and dilapidated here, but otherwise
there is little difference. The town is large, the students
do not play an important part, and one seems to have
plenty of time. The lecturer, Geheimrat Brokhaus, is,
of course, not to be compared with Ambrosius, but
he is a live wire all the same. He is a sharp little man
with a wedge-shaped beard, as though carved out of
wood. When he speaks the beard moves up and down,
up and down; it makes you think of a parade ground.
His pet hobby is aromatic compounds, and he delivers
his main lecture at seven in the morning, which the
students have to endure, with groans and grumbles.
I myself am living fairly far out and as I cannot afford a
tram-car, it means getting up every day at five, for I cannot
miss my exercises and splashings in the morning without
my work suffering the whole day. But, after all, getting
up early becomes a habit, and since, considered from the
absolute point of view, there is no such thing as time, I
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